Super-resolution microscopy allows imaging of cellular structures with high throughput and detail. However, the efficient and quantitative analysis of images generated is challenging with existing tools. Here, we develop ASAP (automated structures analysis program) to enable rapid and automated detection, classification and quantification of super-resolved structures. We validate ASAP on ground truth data and demonstrate its broad applicability by analyzing images of nucleoporins, TORC1 complexes, endocytic vesicles and Bax pores.
Super-resolution microscopy allows imaging of cellular structures with high throughput and detail. However, the efficient and quantitative analysis of images generated is challenging with existing tools. Here, we develop ASAP (automated structures analysis program) to enable rapid and automated detection, classification and quantification of super-resolved structures. We validate ASAP on ground truth data and demonstrate its broad applicability by analyzing images of nucleoporins, TORC1 complexes, endocytic vesicles and Bax pores.
Recent developments in super-resolution microscopy have allowed unprecedented insight into the supramolecular organization of cellular machineries in their native environments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Despite those developments, high-throughput innovations in optical nanoscopy [8] [9] [10] [11] have, thus far, outpaced the development of rapid and robust analytical tools. The segmentation, analysis and classification of super-resolved subcellular assemblies is heavily prone to human cognitive biases and is still reliant on the use of semi-automated commercial image analysis software packages or non-standard custom-written protocols. To deetermine the architecture of nanoscopic structures in the cell using available methods can be time consuming and irreproducible, thereby hindering statistical inference across scales and the understanding of biological function at the molecular level.
To address this limitation, we developed the automated structures analysis program (ASAP), a generic, simple and freely available tool that enables rapid and objective detection, classification and analysis of the macromolecular architecture of cellular assemblies in super-resolution images. ASAP is provided with a userfriendly graphical interface (Fig. 1a) . A scripted version that allows pipelining of the analysis workflow for full automation and faster analysis is also included.
ASAP follows a generic approach to the analysis of nanoscopic structures (Fig. 1b) . It identifies structures using connectivity-based clustering for small and connected structures, or density-based clustering for large and fragmented structures. Accelerated by central processing unit (CPU)-and graphics processing unit (GPU)-based parallel computing, ASAP analyzes the geometry of the segmented structures to extract quantitative values of relevant shape descriptors. The varied topology of the potential structures of interest and strong behavioral biases involved in describing the extracted topologies has inspired us to deploy a generic machine-learning approach for the automated classification of the analyzed structures. The user starts by training a classifier through manual annotation of a subset of the structures. The classifier learns to recognize the shape of a structure based on its descriptors. The accuracy of the training process can be improved by annotating more structures, changing the descriptors used for training or selecting a different type of classifier. Once the user is satisfied with the accuracy of the classifier, a classification model can be exported and subsequently used to automatically classify the rest of the structures. The classified structures can be revised manually or using semi-automated re-assignment based on values imposed to shape descriptors. Using cluster analysis, ASAP can then group the analyzed structures into distinct populations based on statistical differences in their shape descriptors to help users to answer important biological questions that relate to quantification of assembly states, detection of uneven spatial distributions or analysis of co-recruitment. All data that are generated can be plotted, modeled, montaged and exported for further analysis, dissemination and reproduction.
We tested ASAP on ground truth data of exemplary ring structures (Fig. 2a) . We simulated super-resolved images of rings of size S (30 nm to 60 nm) that consisted of 8 subunits or epitopes labeled at a labeling efficiency of between 50 and 75%, and sampled with lateral precision of 10 nm and 20 nm. A number of other conditions were also assigned to mimic localization-based imaging experiments (Fig. 2a) . The simulated structures were aligned into gapless montages and input to ASAP, segmented by density, analyzed geometrically and a small subset (146 structures) was used to train the classifier to recognize rings from fragments (Supplementary Note 1). More than 500,000 structures were subsequently segmented, analyzed and classified automatically with ASAP. Rings were selected for further analysis and their radial profiles were fitted to Gaussian functions to extract their radii (Supplementary Note 1). We obtained median differential radii ranging from 0.7 nm to 3.3 nm depending on actual radius, labeling efficiency and spatial precision (Fig. 2b,c) . These remarkable values were obtained for low labeling efficiencies (50 or 75%), large pixel size (10 or 20 nm) and small training volume (146 structures), considering current experimental standards in super-resolution imaging. To test ASAP robustness against user input, we made systematic changes to the segmentation parameters and measured the radii of the extracted rings (Supplementary Note 1). Despite the magnitude of the induced variations (>20% of the average size of the structures and >30% of their average intensity), differences between the median absolute differential radii measured for each set of parameters were remarkably low (<5 Å) (Fig. 2d) .
We subsequently evaluated the performance of ASAP using super-resolution images of different cellular structures and compared the results with a published analysis. Figure 3 shows the results of re-analyzing the architecture of the nuclear pore scaffold published by Szymborska and coworkers 12 (Supplementary Note 2). Nucleoporins (or Nups) are the main constituting proteins of the nuclear pore complex; a large machinery in the nuclear envelope that is responsible for the transport of macromolecules between the cell nucleus and cytoplasm 13, 14 . In the published work 12 , nucleoporin data sets were segmented and analyzed with a combined approach that used strict human-based quality control and electron microscopy image analysis packages. In our analysis, we segmented the structures by density, analyzed them geometrically and used a subset of them to train a classifier (Supplementary Note 2). All analyzed structures were automatically classified by ASAP using the classification model generated previously (Fig. 3a) . We fit the radial profiles of the rings to Gaussian functions to extract the center of their peaks (Supplementary Note 2) . When the results of the published analysis 12 were compared with those generated with ASAP (Fig. 3b,c) , we obtained a median differential radius of just 4.5 Å, corresponding to a root mean squared error (RMSE) of ~9 Å (~1.8% relative to the average radii of the analyzed structures).
We have also used ASAP to analyze the nanoscale organization of the protein kinase TORC1 (ref. Information) . In all cases, we obtained remarkably small deviations (RMSE <5 nm) between our results and published results. This similarity demonstrates the wide applicability of ASAP to a broad range of biological systems at a fraction of the cost and time. In addition, ASAP is entirely image-based and as such it can process localization-based, coordinate-targeted and computationally assisted super-resolved images.
Super-resolution microscopy holds great promise for structural biology, but to meet its full potential, better tools for automated analysis of imaged structures are needed. We expect ASAP to fill this important niche and to become a unique and powerful tool that enables the recent developments in high-throughput superresolution imaging 9, 16, 17 to be exploited fully for nanoscopy-based structural quantification.
ASAP standalone executibles for Mac OS and Windows, five guidance documents and extensive examples are attached as supplementary material.
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